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       MIKIRAD is a family business with a lifetime experience. Established in the 1970s it was focused on metal and plastic material processing for various industries.
Nowadays, we are proud of over thirty years of experience in the medical industry in which we have specialised mainly in the design and manufacture of products supporting mobility and improving the quality of life of people with movement dysunctions.
We especially recommend our products for children, which are appreciated by parents of disabled
children who write to us from all over  the world. Our Tripods and Tetrapods with cane handle  are appreciated and desirable.
People, their needs, and relations are a priority for us, and therefore we base our business on long term cooperations with our clients and suppliers, as well as internally, inside of our organisation.
It allows us to build close partnerships, react quickly to changes and take care of the entire production and sales process, from idea to delivery.
We consistently provide fast and reliable service, order processing and wide range of products. What is more, as a company, we quarantee the possibilty of individualisation of apperance and some parameters of our products.
Our production materials are provided by local suppliers, and components are manufactured in-house thanks to which we can remain flexible, deliver efficiently, and communicate clearly and opently.
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                        Walking adis for children

                        
                            Walking aids for children manufactured by MIKIRAD are high quality products that are stable and comfortable.
In order to meet the special needs of children, we produce a custom dimension.
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                        Elbow crutches

                        
                            Elbow crutches are technical aids improving the user's mobility, intended for people with disability of the lower limbs (not indicated with one limb missing).
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                        Axillary crutches

                        
                            Axillary crutches are technical aids improving the user's mobility, intended for people with disability of the lower limbs or prostheses extending the limbs but allowing partial support of the body weight.

They are devices with a single point of support terminated with a plastic cap, a handle and fixed or mobile forearm support, used as one crutch or a pair of crutches, each handled with one hand.
They are made of aluminium elements combined with plastics.
All MIKIRAD crutches are equiped with specjal silencing bushing, reflection light, rubber cap strenghtened with a steel pad and safe adjustment system with double pin clasp.
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                        Crutches with forearm support

                        
                            MIKIRAD crutches with forearm support are technical aids improving the user's mobility, intended mainly for people with disabilities of the lower and upper limbs, especially in rheumatic problems or other injuries that prevent a stable hand grip.

The way of positioning and fixing the disabled upper limb in a special tray equipped with a handle and a mobile elbow blockade is typical for the cruthces.
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                        Canes for the disabled

                        
                            Canes for the disabled are technical aids improving the user's mobility, mainly intended for people with disability of the lower limbs.
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                        Canes with many points of support: tripods and tetrapods

                        
                            Canes with many points of support are technical aids improving the user's mobility, mainly intended for people with disability of the lower limbs, for people with body weight under 120 kg.

MIKIRAD tripods have three points of support - finished cap reinforced with a metal washer.

MIKIRAD tetrapods have four points of support - finished cap reinforced with a metal washer.

Tripods and tetrapods can have any kind of crutch and disability cane.
They are an excellent aid for learning to walk during rehabilitation for both children and adults.
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                        Walkers for disabled people

                        
                            Walkers are technical aids improving the user's mobility, mainly intended for people with disability of the lower limbs, for moving in closed spaces.
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                        Toilet chairs

                        
                            Toilet chairs are technical aids facilitating the use of WC by people with motor disabilities.
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                        Medical devices

                        
                            Medical devices - medical equipment - medical screens and IV stands.
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                            Cap to crutch and cane
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                MIKIRAD Grzegorz Kicior

               
                
                Małopolska Street 16

                26-600 Radom

POLAND

				Vat No: 9481081257

                Telephone: 48 383-08-85 (87)

                Fax: 48 383-08-86

E-mail: mikirad@mikirad.com.pl



Facebook

Instagrama
                

            

            
                CONTACT:
 


Telephone: +48 48 3830885(87) ext. 110

Email: karolina@mikirad.com.pl
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This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish.Accept Read More
Privacy & Cookies Policy
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